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Why do disparate groups with unrelated and even contradictory 
agendas somehow come together to support any and all leftist 
actions? Who is their common enemy? 

The answers are found in two riveting documentaries made by an 
independent film maker.    

Nearly a decade ago, Idaho legislator Curtis Bowers wrote a 
"letter to the editor" about the earth-shattering changes in 
America's culture, and it became a local sensation. It was 
featured on newscasts and triggered demonstrations at the state 
Capital in Boise.  

Curtis realized that he had kicked a hornet’s nest by identifying 
communism as the ongoing, real threat to America that no one 
wants to admit. So, he made a stunning documentary about it. 

In “Agenda: Grinding America Down,” the widely circulated 2010 
video that he wrote, directed and appeared in, he shows how the 
current political divide is marked not only by party differences but 
a war within the war: the assault on America’s morality, faith, 
families and freedom. 

Later, he released “Agenda II: Masters of Deceit” in 2017.  Its 
subtitle is: “The issue is never the issue.” By that he means that 



each individual policy dispute is only a tactic to advance the 
overall goal of promoting communism and global government.     

In both documentaries, Curtis makes it clear that if nothing 
changes, America will soon join the failed socialist regimes that 
turn on their own people with a vengeance. 

Mr. Bowers has a B.A in Business from Colorado Christian 
University and an M.A. in curriculum/instruction from the 
University of Colorado. 

Curtis and his wife Laura have six children and make their home 
in Idaho. 


